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We report coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering correlation spectroscopy (CARS-CS) that measures the
fluctuation of the CARS signal from scatterers in a subfemtoliter excitation volume. This method probes
dynamical processes with chemical selectivity based on vibration spectroscopy. High-sensitivity CARS-CS
measurements are carried out with epi-detection or polarization-sensitive detection. Theoretical expressions
of CARS intensity autocorrelation functions are derived and supported by experimental data. The properties
of CARS-CS are characterized with measurements of diffusion dynamics of small polystyrene spheres.

1. Introduction
Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) is a thirdorder nonlinear optical process in which a pump excitation field
at frequency ωp and a Stokes excitation field at frequency ωs
are mixed in a sample to generate an anti-Stokes signal field at
frequency ωas ) 2ωp - ωs. CARS microscopy is a new tool
for three-dimensional vibrational imaging. The vibrational
contrast mechanism of CARS microscopy is based on the
enhancement of the signal when ωp - ωs is tuned to a Ramanactive molecular vibration. CARS microscopy was put forward
with a noncollinear beam geometry in 19821 and was revived
by use of tightly focused laser beams with a collinear beam
geometry in 1999.2 A series of recent advances3-9 significantly
improved the detection sensitivity and spectral selectivity of this
technique.
Unlike Raman microscopy, the strong coherent signal in
CARS microscopy allows vibrational imaging studies of living
cells with a high scanning speed. For instance, CARS microscopy was applied to visualizing intracellular hydrodynamics by
use of a line-scanning scheme.10 High-speed imaging of
unstained cells undergoing apoptosis and chromosome distribution in mitotic cells has been carried out using a laser-scanning
CARS microscope at an acquisition rate of several seconds per
frame.6 CARS microscopy opens up exciting possibilities of
visualizing dynamical changes in living cells and tissues with
chemical selectivity, complementary to multiphoton fluorescence
microscopy.11
Fast dynamical processes, such as diffusion and chemical
reactions, can be probed by optical intensity correlation
spectroscopy. Dynamic light scattering (DLS)12 and fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy (FCS)13 are two major types of
correlation spectroscopy. DLS measures the fluctuation of quasielastic scattering intensity and is extensively used for particle
sizing. However, this technique lacks chemical specificity. FCS
provides chemical selectivity by measurement of the concentration fluctuation of specific fluorescent molecules. The theory
of FCS has been well developed.14 Aided by sensitive fluorescence detection with a confocal microscope, FCS has found wide
applications.15-19 Recent developments include the implementa* To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: Xie@
chemistry.harvard.edu.

tion of multiphoton excitation in FCS20,21 and Raman correlation
spectroscopy (RCS).22
Incorporation of the correlation technique with CARS microscopy opens a new way of investigating dynamical processes
by measuring the fluctuation of CARS signals from a small focal
volume. CARS correlation spectroscopy (CARS-CS) possesses
several advantages shared by CARS microscopy: chemical
selectivity without labeling, small excitation volume, highsensitivity, and no spectral overlap with fluorescence background
of one-photon excitation. It is important to point out that, unlike
the fluorescence intensity, which is a sum of the fluorescence
intensities of individual fluorophores, the CARS intensity is the
squared modulus of the coherent summation of the anti-Stokes
fields from individual scatterers and has a quadratic dependence
on the number of scatterers. Consequently, the FCS theory
cannot be directly applied for analysis of CARS-CS data.
The CARS signal arising from the third-order susceptibility
contains a vibrationally resonant contribution and a nonresonant
electronic contribution independent of vibrational frequencies;23
the latter limits detection sensitivity and spectral selectivity and
needs to be suppressed. For CARS microscopy, a schematic of
the radiation pattern of CARS signals from a solvent medium
and from a small particle is shown in Figure 1. The CARS signal
from a bulk solvent goes forward, the propagating direction of
the collinear pump and Stokes beams (Figure 1A), because of
the constructive and destructive interferences in the forward and
backward directions, respectively. However, the CARS radiation
from a particle with a diameter much smaller than the excitation
wavelength goes equally forward and backward (Figure 1B).
Consequently, when such a small particle diffuses into the
excitation volume, the CARS signal from the particle is buried
in the huge solvent background in the forward direction but
can be easily detected in the backward direction where the
solvent background is absent. Epi-detected CARS microscopy
has been demonstrated as an efficient and easy way for highsensitivity imaging of small scatterers.3,4 In the forward direction, it has been shown that polarization-sensitive CARS
(P-CARS) microscopy suppresses the nonresonant background
from the scatterers and the solvent and provides a high
vibrational contrast.5 In this work, epi-detection and polarizationsensitive detection will be used for implementation of CARSCS.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the far-field radiation pattern of CARS (A)
from a bulk solvent and (B) from a scatterer with size much smaller
than the excitation wavelengths.

Preliminary experiments on epi-detected CARS-CS have been
reported recently.24,25 In this work, we present a systematic
investigation of CARS correlation spectroscopy. This paper is
organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the experimental
implementation. In section 3, we derive the forward- and
backward-detected CARS intensity autocorrelation functions.
In section 4, we use measurements of diffusion dynamics of
small particles to characterize the properties of CARS-CS,
including spectral selectivity, coherence property, concentration
and viscosity dependence, and particle-size effect. In section 5,
we make a conclusion of CARS-CS.
2. Experiments
The pump (ωp) and the Stokes (ωs) beams were generated
from a pair of picosecond Ti-sapphire lasers (Spectra-physics,
Tsunami) synchronized to an 80 MHz external clock (Spectraphysics, Lok-to-Clock). The full width at half-maximum (fwhm)
of the transform-limited pump and Stokes pulses was 5.0 ps,
corresponding to a spectral width of 2.9 cm-1. Details of the
laser system can be found elsewhere.3 The pulse repetition rate
was reduced from 80 MHz to 400 kHz by use of a Pockel’s
cell (Conoptics, model 350-160) in each beam. Both linearly
polarized laser beams were collinearly combined in an inverted
microscope (Nikon, TE300) and focused into a sample with a
water immersion objective (Olympus, NA ) 1.2). The CARS
signal was detected either in the forward or in the backward
direction.
In the backward-detection (epi-detection) scheme (Figure 2A),
parallel-polarized pump and Stokes beams were used. The
CARS signal was collected by the same water immersion
objective. The dichroic mirror in the microscope reflects the
excitation beams and transmits the CARS signal. The excitation
beams were further blocked with two band-pass filters (Coherent, 42-7336, 65-nm bandwidth) before an avalanche photodiode (APD, EG&G, SPCM-AQR-14) detector.
In the forward detection scheme (Figure 2B), the CARS signal
was parfocally collected with an oil immersion objective (Nikon,
NA ) 1.4), spectrally separated from the excitation beams using
three band-pass filters (Coherent, 42-7393, 40-nm bandwidth)
and detected with another APD. The resonant CARS signal from
the scatterers was selectively detected by use of polarizationsensitive detection based on the polarization difference between
the resonant and the nonresonant CARS fields. Details of
P-CARS can be found elsewhere.5,26,27 To implement P-CARS,

Figure 2. Schematic of (A) a CARS-CS setup with epi-detection (APD
) avalanche photodiode) and (B) a CARS-CS setup with polarizationsensitive detection (HW ) half-wave plate; QW ) quarter-wave plate).
Inset is the diagram of the polarization vectors of the pump (Ep) and
Stokes (Es) fields, the nonresonant (PNR) and resonant (PR) parts of the
induced polarization, and the polarization analyzer.

the polarization direction of the pump beam was rotated from
that of the Stokes beam by φ ) 71.6° with a half-wave plate.
A polarization analyzer was used before the APD to reject the
linearly polarized nonresonant CARS background and to
transmit partially the resonant CARS signal. A quarter-wave
plate was used to compensate for the depolarization of the pump
beam mainly induced by the dichroic mirror.
In both the epi-detection and polarization-sensitive detection
schemes, the APD output was connected to a multiple-τ
correlator card (ALV, Germany, ALV-5000E), which recorded
the photon counts at a bin time of 0.2 µs and performed
autocorrelation of the signal in real time. A count-rate trace was
simultaneously recorded at a temporal resolution of T/256, where
T is the duration time of the trajectory. We note that the
measured autocorrelation curves were modulated at the repetition
rate (400 kHz) of the excitation pulse trains in the short time
region (t < 0.01 ms). The amplitude of such modulation is
however negligible in the time region of interest (t > 0.05 ms).
Aqueous suspensions of polystyrene beads with diameters
of 0.175 ( 0.010 and 0.109 ( 0.008 µm (Polysciences Inc.,
Warrington, PA) were used to characterize CARS-CS. The
number density of the original 0.175-µm bead suspension
(2.65% in weight) and 0.109-µm bead suspension (2.73% in
weight) was calculated to be 9.0 and 38.3 µm-3, respectively.
The original suspensions were diluted with distilled water by
10-500 times and sandwiched between two cover slips
separated by a 100-µm spacer for the CARS-CS measurements.
The suspensions were sonicated for 5 s prior to the measurements to eliminate the possible clusters. All of the CARS-CS
experiments were carried out at a room temperature of 21 (
0.5 °C.
CARS spectra of polystyrene films coated on a coverslip were
recorded by tuning the Stokes beam frequency point by point.
The CARS signals were normalized by the Stokes beam power
and the transmission curve of the band-pass filters used in our
experiments. Spontaneous Raman spectra were recorded on a
Raman microspectrometer (Jobin Yvon/Spec, LabRam) equipped
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with a 1800 grooves/mm grating and a 632.8 nm HeNe laser
with a power of 15 mW.
3. Theoretical Description
CARS is distinctively different from fluorescence because
of its coherence property. It is therefore desirable to derive the
intensity autocorrelation function of CARS-CS and compare it
with that of FCS. In the following, we make several assumptions
to simplify our model.
We consider the collinear beam geometry2 that has been
widely adopted in CARS microscopy. We assume that the
excitation amplitude, A(r), has a Gaussian profile with a peak
intensity of A0,

A(r) ) A0 exp[-2(x + y )/r0 ] exp(-2z /z0 )
2

2

2

2

2

(1)

where r0 and z0 are the lateral and axial e-2 widths, respectively.
A(r) is the product of the Stokes (Es(r)) and the squared pump
(Ep(r)) field amplitude, A(r) ) Ep2(r)Es(r). The assumption by
eq 1 is not strict because the pump and Stokes fields are at
different wavelengths and the tightly focused fields are more
accurately described by the diffraction theory.28 However, it is
a reasonable approximation that is commonly used in the FCS
theory, which enables an intuitive comparison of the form of
the autocorrelation function between CARS-CS and FCS. As
for the sample, we assume that each particle (or scatterer)
undergoes Brownian diffusion independently and can be treated
as a point scatterer.
The phase of the optical excitation fields and the wave vector
mismatch affect the coherent summation of anti-Stokes fields
from an ensemble of scatterers. Under the tight focusing
condition, there exists a Gouy phase shift across the foci of the
excitation fields.29 In CARS microscopy, the phase mismatch
induced by the Gouy phase shift of the focused excitation fields
is partially canceled by the interaction of the pump and the
conjugate Stokes fields.9 In the forward detection scheme, the
wave vector mismatch induced by the dispersion of the refractive
indices is negligible for the collinear beam geometry because
of the very small interaction volume under the tight focusing
condition.4,30 Under the assumption that forward CARS signals
are completely phase matched, the forward-detected CARS
intensity from the scatterers at a concentration of c(r,t) can be
written as

∫

2
If(t) ) | χ(3)
scaA(r)c(r,t) dV|

(2)

where χ(3)
sca is the third-order susceptibility of the scatterer. The
autocorrelation function of If(t) is written as

The autocorrelation function of Ib(t) can be expressed in the
similar way as eq 3.
We shall derive the autocorrelation functions of forward- and
backward-detected CARS-CS on the basis of the above assumptions. Although we focus on the diffusion dynamics, the
following formulation can be easily extended to describe
chemical reaction dynamics.
3.1. Forward-Detected CARS-CS. As in FCS,15-18 we
define the normalized CARS intensity autocorrelation function
as

Gf(τ) ) [〈If(τ)If(0)〉 - 〈If(τ)〉〈If(0)〉]/〈If(τ)〉2

By using eq 3 and c(r,t) ) 〈c〉 + δc(r,t), we can write Gf(τ) as
a sum of autocorrelation functions of different orders,

Gf(τ) ) 4Gf11(τ) + 4Gf12(τ) + Gf22(τ)

∫∫∫∫

4

〈c(r1,τ)c(r2,τ)c(r3,0)c(r4,0)〉(

A(ri) dVi)
∏
i)1

(3)

In the epi-detection scheme, the phase mismatch for the
backward CARS field from a scatterer at r(x,y,z) is assumed to
be -2kasz, where kas ) 2πn/λas is the wave vector of the antiStokes signal field. This approximation is strict only for the
CARS radiation along the axial direction. However, it provides
a reasonable description as the maximum of the backward CARS
radiation is along the axial direction.9 Under this approximation,
the backward-detected CARS intensity reads as

∫

2
Ib(t) ) | χ(3)
scaA(r) exp(-i2kasz)c(r,t) dV|

(4)

(6)

where Gfmn(τ) (m,n ) 1,2) assumes

∫

∫

4
4-m-n
...
Gfmn(τ) ) 〈I(τ)〉-2|χ(3)
sca| (〈c〉 A(r) dV)

∫A(r1)...A(rm+n)gmn(r1,...,rm+n,τ) dV1 ... dVm+n

(7)

The function gmn(r1,...,rm+n,τ) in eq 7 reads as31

gmn(r1,...,rm+n,τ) ) 〈δc(r1,τ)...δc(rm,τ)δc(rm+1,0)...
δc(rm+n,0)〉 - 〈δc(r1,τ)...δc(rm,τ)〉〈δc(rm+1,0)...δc(rm+n,0)〉
(8)
On the basis of the work by Palmer et al.,31 gmn(r1,...,rm+n,τ)
can be expressed as

g11(r1,r2,τ) ) P(r1,r2,τ)

(9a)

g12(r1,r2,r3,τ) ) δc(r2 - r3)P(r1,r2,τ)

(9b)

g22(r1,r2,r3,r4,τ) ) δc(r1 - r2)δc(r3 - r4)P(r1,r3,τ) +
P(r1,r3,τ)P(r2,r4,τ) + P(r1,r4,τ)P(r2,r3,τ) (9c)
The function P(rj,rk,τ) in eqs 9a-9c is the product of the average
concentration and the probability density for a particle in rj at
time t to diffuse to rk at time t + τ31 and assumes the following
forms for 3D free diffusion,

P(rj,rk,τ) ) 〈δc(rj,0)δc(rk,τ)〉 )

〈c〉
(4πDτ)

[

exp 3/2

〈If(τ)If(0)〉 )
4
|χ(3)
sca|

(5)

P(rj,rk,0) ) 〈c〉δ(rj - rk)

]

|rj - rk|2
4πDτ
(9d)
(9e)

When we define the effective excitation volume, Veff ) (∫A(r)
dV)2/(∫A2(r) dV) ) π3/2r02z0, and the average number of the
particles in the effective excitation volume, 〈N〉 ) 〈c〉Veff, it
follows that

∫

〈c〉 A(r,t) dV ) 2x2A0〈N〉

(10)

∫∫Am(rj)An(rk)P(rj,rk,τ) dVj dVk ) (2x2)-1A0m+n〈N〉fmn(τ)
(11)
The function fmn(τ) (m,n ) 1,2) is defined as
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fmn(τ) )
-1

(m + n + 2mnτ/τD) [m + n + 2mnr0 τ/(z0 τD)]
2

2

-1/2

(12)

where τD is the lateral diffusion time defined as τD ) r02/(4D).
The diffusion coefficient D is related to the particle diameter d
by the Stokes-Einstein relation, D ) kT/(3πηd), where k is
the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, and η is
the viscosity of the medium.
From eq 2, the average forward CARS intensity is calculated
as

∫

2
2
〈If(t)〉 ) 〈c〉2|χ(3)
sca| ( A(r) dV) +

∫

2
A2(r) dV
〈δc(r1,t)δc(r2,t)〉|χ(3)
sca|
2
2
) A02|χ(3)
sca| (〈N〉 + 〈N〉)/8

(13)

The first term in the right side of eq 13 arises from the coherent
addition of the anti-Stokes fields from the scatterers. The second
term arises from the fluctuation of number density of scatterers.
Combining eqs 6-11 and 13 gives the expression for Gf(τ),

Gf(τ) ) (〈N〉 + 1)-2[4〈N〉(2x2)5f11(τ) + 4(2x2)4f12(τ) +
2(2x2)2f112(τ) + 〈N〉-1(2x2)3f22(τ)] (14)
Equation 14 is different from the form of the fluorescence
autocorrelation function15-18 because of the coherence property
of CARS. In the case of 〈N〉 , 1, Gf(τ) is governed by the last
term in eq 14. Defining τ′D ) (r0/x2)2/(4D), V′eff ) π3/2(r0/
x2)2(z0/x2), and 〈N′〉 ) 〈c〉V′eff, we obtain

( )(
-1

Gf,〈N〉,1(τ) )

1
τ
1+
τ′D
〈N′〉

1+

(r0/x2)2τ
(z0/x2)2τ′D

)

-1/2

(15)

Equation 15 has exactly the same form as the FCS autocorrelation function16 with the excitation volume described by A2(r).
3.2. Backward-Detected CARS-CS. The normalized intensity autocorrelation function for epi-detected CARS, Gb(τ), is
defined in the same way as eq 5. Gb(τ) can be decomposed
into several terms of different orders similar to eq 6. It is found
that, because of the large wave vector mismatch in epi-detected
CARS, Gb(τ) is dominated by Gb22(τ), which can be written as

{( )
]

4
Gb22(τ) ) 〈Ib(τ)〉-2A04|χ(3)
sca|

[

〈N〉

2x2

2

×

2kas2r02τ/τD
〈N〉
exp f22(τ)
f112(τ) +
2
2
1 + r0 τ/(z0 τD)
2x2

}

(16)

Similar to the derivation of eq 13, the average epi-detected
CARS intensity is calculated as
2
2 2
2 (3) 2
〈Ib(τ)〉 ) 〈N〉2A02|χ(3)
sca| exp(-kas z0 )/8 + 〈N〉A0 |χsca| /8
(17)

The first term in eq 17 is negligible because exp(-kas2 z02) ,
1 and the second term is linearly proportional to 〈N〉. Combining
eqs 12, 16, and 17 gives the final expression for Gb(τ),

(

Gb(τ) ) exp -
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)( ) ( )
( )( )

2kas2r02τ/τD

1 + r02τ/(z02τD)

-2

1+

2τ
2x2
1+
τD
〈N〉

τ
τD

1+

-1

1+

( )(

2x2
2τ
1+
τD
〈N〉

-1

1+

z02τD

2r02τ
z02τD

In the case of 〈N〉 , 1, Gb(τ) can be recast as

Gb,N,1 )

r02τ

)

2r02τ
z02τD

-1

+

-1/2

(18)

-1/2

(19)

which is identical to Gf,N,1(τ) shown in eq 15. This is consistent
with the picture that the CARS radiation pattern of a single
scatterer is symmetric in the forward and backward directions.9
When 〈N〉 is comparable to or larger than 1, the first term in eq
18 plays an important role by introducing a fast decay in the
autocorrelation curve. It is noteworthy that Gb(0) is independent
of 〈N〉 in the case of 〈N〉 . 1. This opens up the possibility of
detecting scatterers at high concentrations by CARS-CS, in
contrast to FCS that necessitates a very low concentration of
fluorescent molecules.
The above formulation does not consider the non-CARS
background intensity, IBg(t). In practice, IBg(t) could arise from
the residual laser intensity, which is not correlated with the
CARS intensity. Similar to that in FCS,15 Gf(τ) in eq 14 and
Gb(τ) in eq 18 should be multiplied by a factor of If(b)2/(If(b) +
IBg)2, where If(b) and IBg denote the average forward (backward)
CARS and background intensities, respectively.
4. Characterization of CARS-CS
First, we estimate the excitation volume (Veff) from the lateral
and axial widths (fwhmr and fwhmz) of the excitation intensity
profile. The value fwhmr ) 0.28 µm was obtained from the
lateral CARS intensity profile of a 0.2-µm polystyrene bead
embedded in agarose gel.9 The value fwhmz ) 1.1 µm was
obtained from the epi-detected axial CARS intensity profile of
a glass/immersion oil interface with ωp - ωs tuned to the C-H
stretching vibration (data not shown). The parameters r0 and z0
in eq 1 are related to fwhmr and fwhmz by r0 ) fwhmr/xln2
and z0 ) fwhmz/xln2, respectively. The effective excitation
volume was calculated to be 0.83 µm3 according to Veff )
π3/2r02z0. The average number of particles in the focal volume,
〈N〉, was estimated as the product of the effective excitation
volume and the number density of the polystyrene beads. In
the following, we experimentally characterize CARS-CS and
test our theory with the experimental data.
4.1. Spectral Selectivity. To demonstrate the spectral selectivity of epi-detected CARS-CS, we recorded the CARS
spectrum of polystyrene in the 2750-3200 cm-1 region (Figure
3A) where the aromatic and aliphatic C-H stretching vibrational
bands reside. The aromatic (3052 cm-1), the symmetric aliphatic
(2852 cm-1), and the asymmetric aliphatic (2907 cm-1) C-H
stretching vibrational bands exhibit a high signal to background
in the CARS spectrum. The CARS line profile for the aromatic
C-H band coincides with the spontaneous Raman line profile
with a small peak shift (-2 cm-1) and a characteristic dip at
3100 cm-1, which are known to result from the interference
between the resonant CARS signal and the nonresonant
background.32
Figure 3B displays a clear spectral dependence of the
fluctuation of the epi-detected CARS signals from a diluted
0.175-µm bead suspension (〈N〉 ≈ 0.04). Prominent fluctuations
were observed when ωp - ωs was tuned to the aromatic C-H
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Figure 3. CARS and spontaneous Raman spectra (A) of a polystyrene
film coated on a coverslip. The CARS spectrum was recorded with
parallel-polarized pump and Stokes beams. The pump frequency was
fixed at 14 047 cm-1. The average pump power was 140 µW, and the
average Stokes power was around 65 µW. Panel B shows epi-detected
CARS signal traces of a diluted aqueous suspension of 0.175-µm
polystyrene spheres (〈N〉 ≈ 0.04). The average pump and Stokes power
were 1.3 and 0.6 mW (measured after the beam combiner), respectively.
Panel C shows epi-detected CARS intensity autocorrelation curves
corresponding to the signal traces in panel B. The amplitude of the
curve at 3146 cm-1 is multiplied by a factor of 18.

Figure 4. CARS, P-CARS, and spontaneous Raman (with an offset)
spectra (A) of a polystyrene film coated on a coverslip. The CARS
spectrum was recorded with parallel-polarized pump and Stokes beams.
The pump frequency was fixed at 13 579 cm-1. The average pump
and Stokes power were 120 and 80 µW, respectively. Panel B shows
P-CARS signal traces of a diluted aqueous suspension of 0.175-µm
polystyrene spheres (〈N〉 ≈ 0.04). The average pump and Stokes power
were 1.4 and 0.7 mW, respectively. Panel C shows measured P-CARS
intensity autocorrelation curves (solid) at Raman shifts of 1002 and
1020 cm-1. The dashed line is the epi-detected CARS intensity
autocorrelation curve (Figure 3C) of the same sample measured at 3050
cm-1 with amplitude multiplied by a factor of 0.013.

band at 3050 cm-1 and the aliphatic C-H band at 2843 cm-1.
However, such fluctuations disappeared when ωp - ωs was
tuned away from any Raman resonance. The spectral selectivity
of the CARS intensity autocorrelation curves can be clearly seen
from Figure 3C. The autocorrelation curves of the CARS signals
from the 3050 cm-1 band and the 2843 cm-1 band display the
same time dependence, with diffusion times (τD) of 27.3 ( 0.7
and 28.6 ( 1.0 ms fitted with eq 19. The parameter r0/z0 was
fixed as 0.28/1.1 in the fitting. The residual autocorrelation at
3146 cm-1 is 18 times weaker than that at 3050 cm-1 and shows
a much longer diffusion time of 160 ( 6 ms fitted with eq 19
with r0/z0 ) 0.28/1.1. This indicates that the residual intensity
fluctuation in the bottom trace in Figure 3B was not contributed
by the nonresonant CARS signal from the beads. Instead, we
attribute it to the nonresonant CARS signal of water backreflected by the diffusing scatterers. The back reflection by the
out-of-focus beads results in an apparently larger probe volume
and thus a longer diffusion time, which explains our observation.
Epi-detected CARS-CS works very well for C-H stretching
vibrations because of their high mode density. However, for
Raman bands in the fingerprint region (500-1700 cm-1) with
low mode densities, the spectral selectivity is limited by the
nonresonant background from the scatterers. In this case, one
can achieve high spectral selectivity by use of polarizationsensitive detection, which suppresses the nonresonant background from both the scatterers and the solvent.5 Figure 4 shows
a proof of principle demonstration of polarization-sensitive
CARS-CS. The CARS and P-CARS spectra of polystyrene in

the 960-1060 cm-1 region are displayed in Figure 4A. The
signal-to-background ratio for the benzene ring breathing
vibrational band at 1000 cm-1 is 14:1 in the CARS spectrum
recorded with parallel-polarized excitation beams. Owing to an
effective suppression of the nonresonant background, the signalto-background ratio of the 1000 cm-1 band is increased by 30
times in the P-CARS spectrum. In addition, the P-CARS line
profiles coincide with the corresponding Raman line profiles.
For the same 0.175-µm bead suspension (〈N〉 ≈ 0.04) used for
the epi-detected CARS-CS measurement (see Figure 3), the
nonresonant background from both the beads and water was
effectively rejected by polarization-sensitive detection. When
ωp - ωs was tuned to the 1000 cm-1 band, CARS intensity
fluctuation (Figure 4B) and autocorrelation (Figure 4C) that
characterize the diffusion of the beads were clearly seen. Tuning
ωp - ωs away from Raman resonance resulted in a small
residual nonresonant background from water. The lower trace
in Figure 4B shows a small intensity fluctuation of less than
0.2 kcps caused by the timing jitter between the synchronized
pump and Stokes pulses trains, which did not show any
autocorrelation (Figure 4C). We found that the forward-detected
CARS intensity autocorrelation curve at 1002 cm-1 overlaps
well with the epi-detected CARS intensity autocorrelation curve
(dashed line in Figure 4C) at 3050 cm-1 with amplitude scaled
by a factor of 0.013. This means that the forward- and backwarddetected signals give the same information about the diffusion
dynamics in the cases of 〈N〉 , 1.0, in consistence with our
theoretical description (cf. eqs 15 and 19).
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Figure 5. Epi-detected CARS intensity autocorrelation curves (solid) of aqueous suspensions of 0.109-µm polystyrene spheres with (A) 〈N〉 ≈
0.06, (B) 〈N〉 ≈ 0.3, and (C) 〈N〉 ≈ 3.0. The pump and Stokes beams were at frequency 14 046 and 10 996 cm-1 with average powers of 1.3 and
0.7 mW, respectively. The dashed and dotted curves represent the fits with eq 18 and the residuals of the fitting, respectively.

4.2. Coherence Property. In section 4.1, we only investigated
the cases in which 〈N〉 is smaller than 1.0. When 〈N〉 is larger
than 1.0, we have shown theoretically that the coherence
property of CARS plays an important role in CARS-CS
measurements. To examine the coherence effect experimentally,
we carried out epi-detected CARS-CS measurements of different
0.109-µm bead suspensions with 〈N〉 ≈ 0.06 (Figure 5A), 〈N〉
≈ 0.3 (Figure 5B), and 〈N〉 ≈ 3 (Figure 5C). In the cases of
〈N〉 < 1.0, the obtained autocorrelation curves shown in Figure
5A,B resemble the measurements in FCS. However, when 〈N〉
was increased to 3, a prominent fast decay was observed in the
region from 0.05 to 1.0 ms (Figure 5C). Such a decay is absent
in FCS measurements of free diffusion processes. It results from
the large wave vector mismatch of epi-detected CARS and is
consistent with our theoretical description (cf. eq 18).
To evaluate our model quantitatively, we performed a leastsquares fitting of the autocorrelation curves by eq 18. One can
see from Figure 5 that the fits follow the experimental curves
very well. For the curves shown in Figure 5A-C, the fitted
〈N〉 are 0.10 ( 0.02, 0.31 ( 0.03 and 2.2 ( 0.3 and the fitted
τd are 9.0 ( 0.2, 9.2 ( 0.2, and 9.0 ( 0.8 ms, respectively.
The fitted values of 〈N〉 are close to the estimated values. An
average diffusion time of 9.1 ms with a small variance of 0.1
ms was obtained from the fitted values. This indicates that our
model well describes the time dependence of the epi-detected
CARS-CS measurements.
From D ) r02/(4τD), the diffusion coefficient (D) is calculated
to be 3.1 µm2/s by use of the average diffusion time of 9.1 ms
for the 0.109-µm beads. Meanwhile, D can be estimated from
the Stokes-Einstein relation, D ) kT/(3πηd). With T ) 294
K, η ) 0.011 P for water,12 and d ) 0.109 µm, D is estimated
to be 3.6 µm2/s, close to the value measured by CARS-CS.
4.3. Concentration and Viscosity Dependence. One important application of FCS is to determine the concentration of
certain fluorescent species from the value of G(0).15-18 To
explore the capability of CARS-CS in determining the concentration of Raman scatterers, we carried out a series of epidetected CARS-CS measurements of 0.175-µm bead suspensions at different concentrations. The measured autocorrelation
curves shown in Figure 6A display the same time dependence
but with different values of G(0). The non-CARS background
with epi-detection was measured to be less than 0.2 kcps, which
is negligible compared to the epi-detected CARS signal. Figure
6B shows a good linear relationship between the reciprocal of
particle concentration, 〈c〉-1 ) Veff/〈N〉, and the fitted values of
G(0) in the range of 〈N〉 ) 0.015-0.75. This result verifies eq
19 and demonstrates that CARS-CS can be used to characterize
the concentration of scatterers under the condition of 〈N〉 < 1.0.
From D ) r02/(4τD) and the Stokes-Einstein relation, D )
kT/(3πηd), it follows that the relative viscosity of a solution

Figure 6. Epi-detected CARS intensity autocorrelation curves (A) of
aqueous suspensions of 0.175-µm polystyrene spheres with different
number density, 〈c〉 (µm-3). The laser frequencies and powers were
the same as in Figure 5. Panel B shows the dependence of the values
of G(0) on 〈c〉-1.

can be obtained from the diffusion time by η/η0 ) τD/τD,0, where
η0 and τD,0 are the viscosity of water and the diffusion time of
the scatterers in water. To investigate the relation between the
relative viscosity and the diffusion time measured by CARSCS, we prepared 0.109-µm bead suspensions (〈N〉 ≈ 0.3) using
sucrose solutions of different weight percentages. The slowing
of the Brownian motion with increasing weight percentage of
sucrose can be seen from the intensity autocorrelation curves
(inset of Figure 7). The values of η/η0 were calculated from
the diffusion times fitted with eq 19. It can be seen from Figure
7 that the relative viscosities measured by CARS-CS correspond
well to the literature values.33
4.4. Size Effect. The particle-size effect in FCS has been
carefully investigated by Starchev et al.34 They pointed out that
the characteristic diffusion time of particles with size comparable
to the excitation volume is larger than that expected from the
theory dealing with a point diffuser. It is interesting to examine
the size effects in our CARS-CS measurements of the 0.175µm beads of which the diameter is comparable to the lateral
width (fwhmr ) 0.28 µm) of the excitation intensity profile. A
least-squares fitting of the CARS intensity autocorrelation curve
at 3050 cm-1 (Figure 3C) with eq 19 is shown in Figure 8.
Discrepancies between the fit and the experimental curve can
be seen. We attribute these discrepancies to the particle-size
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Figure 7. Comparison of the relative viscosities (solid circles) of
sucrose aqueous solutions measured by CARS-CS and the values (solid
curve) from the literature.33 Sucrose solutions containing 0.109-µm
polystyrene spheres with 〈N〉 ≈ 0.3 were used in the CARS-CS
measurements. The laser frequencies and powers were the same as in
Figure 5. Shown in the inset are three autocorrelation curves with
normalized amplitudes at different sucrose concentrations.

Figure 8. Least-squares fit (dashed) with eq 19 of the epi-detected
CARS intensity autocorrelation curve (solid) of the 0.175-µm beads
measured at 3050 cm-1 shown in Figure 3C.

effect. We note that the fitting reproduced very well the
measured autocorrelation curves for the 0.109-µm beads (Figure
5) because of the smaller size of the particles. The fitting in
Figure 8 produced a diffusion time (τd ) 27.3 ms) for the 0.175µm beads. In comparison with the diffusion time (τd ) 9.1 ms)
for the 0.109-µm beads, we do not see a linear relation between
τd and the bead diameter. This can be explained by the particlesize effect, similar to FCS.34 However, the particle-size effect
does not affect the characterization of the scatterer concentration
from the values of G(0), as shown in Figure 6.
5. Conclusion
We have demonstrated CARS-CS for probing diffusion
dynamics. We implemented two detection schemes, epi-detected
CARS-CS and polarization-sensitive CARS-CS. The epi-detection method gives high detection sensitivity via an effective
rejection of the solvent CARS background. Our epi-detected
CARS-CS measurements show a high spectral selectivity for
the aliphatic and aromatic C-H stretching vibration bands with
high mode densities. We have shown theoretically and experimentally that the large phase mismatch in epi-detected CARSCS results in a fast decay in the intensity autocorrelation curve
at high concentration, which is not present in FCS. We have
shown that CARS-CS can be used to determine the scatterer
concentration and the relative viscosity of the medium in diluted
solutions. For Raman bands with low mode densities, the
nonresonant background from the scatterers limits the spectral
selectivity and sensitivity. The polarization-sensitive detection
method can be used to suppress the nonresonant background
from both the scatterer and the solvent. We have demonstrated
that polarization-sensitive CARS-CS provides a high spectral
selectivity in the fingerprint region.
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Compared to DLS and FCS, the advantages of CARS-CS lie
in the fact that it provides spectrally selective information
without labeling of the sample. This provides the potential of
CARS-CS for investigating dynamical processes in biological
samples. For example, the CARS signal arising from the
aliphatic C-H vibration of lipids is particularly strong because
of the high density of C-H bonds in lipid membranes. CARSCS could be used for direct measurement of lipid dynamics in
cell membranes without using dyes that often introduce perturbations to cell functions. Because of the coherence property
of CARS, that is, the quadratic dependence of signal intensity
on the number of vibrational modes, CARS-CS is inherently
sensitive for detecting clusters and aggregates, similar to highorder FCS.31 The CARS signal level can be enhanced by several
orders of magnitude using one-photon electronic resonance
CARS.23 Unlike resonance Raman, resonance CARS can be
easily detected in the presence of strong one-photon fluorescence. Thus, resonance CARS-CS may provide a sensitive
method to study the dynamics of some chemical species with
absorption in the visible or near-IR wavelength range.
In conclusion, CARS-CS provides a new type of optical
fluctuation spectroscopy based on nonlinear optical scattering
and vibrational characteristics. This technique offers new
possibilities for investigating dynamical processes in chemical
and biological systems in a chemically selective and noninvasive
manner.
Note Added in Proof. After the finalization of this paper, a
report by Hellerer et al. on CARS-CS using the epi-detection
geometry was published in ChemPhysChem, 2002, 7, 630-633.
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